
 

Tuning the circadian clock, boosting rhythms
may be key to future treatments and
medicines
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A network of communicating clocks generates circadian rhythms. This artwork
is a play on its striking parallel to the states of the U.S.A. - entities that are
governed semi-autonomously but operate as part of a larger federated system. In
the image, the clock network is illustrated as globe-style map with its semi-
sovereign regions (for example the brain, liver, and epidermis [skin]). The land
has many features that represent circadian clock components; rivers and roads
connect the different regions just as blood and nerves relay signals between
tissues in the body. Credit: Imogen Reekie

Subconsciously, our bodies keep time for us through an ancient
means—the circadian clock. A new University of California, Irvine-led
article reviews how the clock controls various aspects of homeostasis,
and how organs coordinate their function over the course of a day.

"What is fascinating is that nearly every cell that makes up our organs
has its own clock, and thus timing is a crucial aspect of biology," said
Kevin B. Koronowski, Ph.D., lead author and a postdoctoral fellow in
Biological Chemistry at the UCI School of Medicine. "Understanding
how daily timing is integrated with function across organs has
implications for human health, as disruption of the clock and circadian
rhythms can be both a cause and effect of diseases from diabetes to
cancer."

The circadian clock generates a ~24 hour rhythm that controls behavior,
hormones, the immune system and metabolism. Using human cells and
mice, researchers from the Paolo Sassone-Corsi Laboratory at UCI's
Center for Epigenetics and Metabolism aim to uncover the physiological
circuits, for example between the brain and liver, whereby biological
clocks achieve coherence. Their work, titled, "Communicating clocks
shape circadian homeostasis," was published today in Science.
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Circadian clocks align internal processes with external time, which
enables diverse lifeforms to anticipate daily environmental changes such
as the light-dark cycle. In complex organisms, clock function starts with
the genetically encoded molecular clock or oscillator within each cell
and builds upward anatomically into an organism-wide system. Circadian
misalignment, often imposed in modern society, can disrupt this system
and induce adverse effects on health if prolonged.

"Strategies to tune our clocks and boost rhythms have been promising in
pre-clinical studies, which illustrates the importance of unraveling this
aspect of our biology and unlocking the potential it holds for treatments
and medicines of the future," said Koronowski.

Without electrical light, high-speed travel, constant food availability and
around the clock work-life schedules, our ancestors' clocks were in
constant harmony with the environment. However, due to these pressures
of modern society, aligning our internal time with geophysical time has
become a challenge in today's world. Chronic misalignment—when
eating and sleeping patterns conflict with the natural light-dark cycle—is
associated with an increased risk of metabolic syndrome, cardiovascular
disease, neurological conditions, and cancer. A large portion of the
global workforce has atypical hours and may be particularly vulnerable.

"It has become urgent that we uncover the molecular underpinnings of
the relationship between the circadian clock and disease," explained
Koronowski. "Deciphering the means by which clocks communicate
across metabolic organs has the potential to transform our understanding
of metabolism, and it may hold therapeutic promise for innovative,
noninvasive strategies to promote health."

  More information: Kevin B. Koronowski et al, Communicating clocks
shape circadian homeostasis, Science (2021). DOI:
10.1126/science.abd0951
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